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a b s t r a c t
We provide a polynomially testable characterization of cost matrices associated with the
complete directed graph where all disjoint spanning 2-paths (linear spanning 2-forests)
have exactly one, two or three distinct values. Using this result, we identify a class of cost
matrices where the number of distinct values of Hamiltonian cycles (paths) in a complete
digraph is three. A complete characterization of general cost matrices with the property
that all associated Hamiltonian cycles have at most k distinct values is an open question for
k ≥ 3.
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1. Introduction
Let G be a complete directed graph with node set V (G) = {1, 2, . . . , n} and arc set E(G). A cost c(i,j) is prescribed for each
arc (i, j) ∈ E(G). Given any Hamiltonian cycle (tour) T the cost (value) of the tour is denoted by C(T ) = ∑(i,j)∈E(T ) c(i,j).
The traveling salesman problem (TSP) is to find a tour T ∗ in G such that C(T ∗) is minimized over all tours. The n× nmatrix
C = (c(i,j)) is called a cost matrix associated with the graph G, and c(i,i) = ∞∀i = 1, . . . , n.
TSP is well known to be NP-hard. However, there are special cases of the problem that can be solved in polynomial
time [3,6,8]. Perhaps the simplest of all polynomially solvable cases of the TSP is the constant traveling salesman problem
(constant-TSP). An instance of the TSP is called constant-TSP if and only if all tours in G have the same cost with respect to the
cost matrix C . Note that if the cost matrix C = (c(i,j)) = (ai+bj)∀(i, j) ∈ E(G) then all tours in Gwith associated cost matrix
C have the same value. Gabovich [5] proved that this condition is both necessary and sufficient for complete digraphs. That
is, all tours in Gwith respect to cost matrix C = (c(i,j)) have the same cost if and only if there exist constants a1, . . . , an and
b1, . . . , bn such that c(i,j) = ai + bj∀(i, j) ∈ E(G).
Alternative proofs of this result have been given by Leont’ev [13], Rublinetskii [15], Berenguer [2], Lenstra and Rinnoy
Kan [12], Gilmore et al. [6], Chandrasekaran [4], Queyranne and Wang [14], Kryński [11], Kabadi and Punnen [9], and Jones
et al. [7].
This raises an interesting question. What is the structure of the cost matrix associated with a complete digraph G such
that the distinct values of all tours in G are at most k, for a given k ∈ Z+?
Tarasov [16] gave a complete characterization of cost matrices satisfying this property when k = 2. Later, Kabadi and
Punnen [10] gave an alternative characterization for k = 2 with a simpler proof. For k = 3, Kabadi and Punnen [10] gave a
characterization with the assumption that the associated cost matrix is skew-symmetric. However, a polynomially testable
characterization of cost matrices with the property that the number of distinct costs of associated Hamiltonian cycles is
three remained an open question. Another related combinatorial problem is the perfect matching problem on a complete
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bipartite graph. Tarasov [16] gave a simple and elegant characterization of costmatrices associatedwith a complete bipartite
graph such that the number of distinct costs of its perfect matchings is one, two or three.
A linear forest is a digraph where every component is a path (isolated nodes are permitted and represent a path with
zero length). A linear spanning forest is a spanning subgraph of a digraph Gwhich is a linear forest. A linear spanning 2-forest
(LS2F) of complete digraph G is a linear spanning forest of Gwith precisely two components. The collection of all LS2Fs of G
is denoted by F. The cost (value) of a linear spanning 2-forest L of Gwith respect to the cost matrix C is given by
∑
(i,j)∈L c(i,j).
Let ∆(C) = {k :∑(i,j)∈L c(i,j) = k, L ∈ F}. Then C is a k distinct cost linear spanning 2-forest cost matrix, denoted LS2F(k), if
and only if |∆(C)| = k.
In this paper, we give a complete, polynomially testable (and closed form) characterization of LS2F(k) for k ≤ 3. This
study was motivated by the corresponding open question regarding the TSP, as indicated earlier. We provide new sufficient
conditions of cost matrices for the TSP where the number of distinct Hamiltonian tour (path) values is at most three (3-
value property). The only non-trivial class of cost matrices known to have 3-value property is a characterization provided
in [10] for skew-symmetric matrices. The most well studied version of TSP is the symmetric TSP and the class of matrices
considered in [10] is not applicable for symmetric problems. Our results are applicable for both symmetric and asymmetric
problems and provide the first non-trivial class of cost matrices for symmetric TSP with 3-value property. In fact one of our
classes fully characterizes 3-value TSPmatriceswith the restriction that three of its rows and columns have constant entries.
This is a substantial improvement over known classes of 3-value TSP cost matrices.
Some notations and terminologies used in this paper are discussed below. Let C be a cost matrix associated with the
complete digraph G. When we refer to the elements of C it is assumed that only the finite elements of the matrix are
considered (this excludes all entries on the main diagonal of C). We sometimes use the terminology G described by C when
G is a complete digraph and C is the associated cost matrix. Furthermore, the terminology an arc of C is used when the arc is
in the complete digraph G described by C . Since an instance of the TSP on a complete directed graph G is fully defined by the
associated cost matrix C , we often refer to LS2F paths or tours of C when the LS2F path or tour is in G with associated cost
matrix C . Throughout this paper we assume that G is a complete digraph (unless otherwise stated) and C is the associated
cost matrix.
A cost matrix C associated with G is a k distinct tour-cost matrix, denoted DTC(k), if and only if there exist exactly k
distinct tour values in G described by C [9]. Thus, the TSP on a DTC(1)matrix is an instance of the constant-TSP. Cost matrix
C associated with G is a k distinct path-cost matrix, denoted DPC(k), if and only if there exist exactly k distinct Hamiltonian
path values in G described by C [9].
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we provide polynomially testable sufficient conditions
for the cost matrix associated with a complete digraph so that the number of distinct tour values is at most three assuming
that LS2F(k)matrices can be identified in polynomial time for k ≤ 3. In Section 3, a polynomially testable characterization of
LS2F(1) and LS2F(2) cost matrices is given. Section 4 deals with polynomially testable characterization of LS2F(3)matrices.
Concluding remarks and related open problems are discussed in Section 5.
2. Three value TSP: sufficient conditions
For any costmatrix C associatedwithG and any v1 ∈ V (G) let av1 = 0, bv1 = 0, ai = c(i,v1)∀i ≠ v1 and bj = c(v1,j)∀j ≠ v1.
The n × n matrix, called the v1-reduced matrix of C, is defined as Cˆv1 = (cˆ(i,j)) where cˆ(i,j) = c(i,j) − ai − bj. Note that
cˆ(v1,j) = cˆ(i,v1) = 0∀i and j, i ≠ v1, j ≠ v1.
The (n − 1) × (n − 1) submatrix formed by deleting row v1 and column v1 of a v1-reduced cost matrix Cˆv1 is denoted
Cˆ r,v1 = Cˆv1 − v1 = (cˆr,v1(i,j) ). On the graph G, this reduction of v1 may be viewed as deleting node v1 from G. When there is no
ambiguity, we will omit the index v1 of Cˆ r,v1 and represent the matrix by Cˆ r to simplify notation.
Example 1. Let v1 = 1 and C =
∞ 1 −4
7 ∞ 2
10 0 ∞

.
Then, Cˆ1 =
∞ 0 0
0 ∞ −1
0 −11 ∞

and Cˆ r,1 =
 ∞ −1
−11 ∞

.
The following preliminary results will be useful in obtaining characterizations of DTC(k)matrices for k ∈ Z+.
Observation 2. For any k ∈ Z+, if a constant is subtracted from every entry in any row or column of a DTC(k) matrix then the
resulting matrix is also DTC(k).
Observation 3. For any k ∈ Z+ and any v1 ∈ V (G), C is a DTC(k) matrix if and only if the v1-reduced matrix Cˆv1 is a DTC(k)
matrix.
Theorem 4 ([10]). Let k ∈ Z+. If C is a DTC(k) matrix then it’s v1-reduced submatrix Cˆ r is a DPC(k) matrix for any v1 ∈
{1, . . . , n}. Conversely, if there exists v1 ∈ {1, . . . , n} such that the v1-reduced submatrix Cˆ r is a DPC(k) matrix, then C is a
DTC(k)matrix.
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Kabadi and Punnen [10] obtained explicit characterizations of DPC(1) matrices, DPC(2) matrices and DPC(3) skew-
symmetric matrices and Theorem 4, provides corresponding characterizations for DTC(1) matrices, DTC(2) matrices and
DTC(3) skew-symmetric matrices.
It appears that attempting to follow the approach used in [10] to obtain a characterization of DPC(3) and DTC(3)matrices
without the skew-symmetry restriction is difficult. Interestingly, we show that a polynomially testable characterization of
DPC(k) and DTC(k) matrices with some additional properties (different from skew-symmetry as assumed in [10]) can be
obtained if we have a polynomially testable characterization of LS2F(l) matrices for l ≤ k. We now introduce classes of
matriceswhere a characterization of an LS2F(k)matrix can be used to obtain the desired characterization of a DTC(k)matrix.
Definition 5. An n× n cost matrix C is k-index constant, IC(k), if and only if it has k distinct indices x1, . . . , xk ∈ {1, . . . , n}
such that c(xj,i) = c(i,xj) = α for all i ≠ xj and j = 1, . . . , k. That is, all entries of C in rows and columns x1, . . . , xk have
constant cost α (except possibly on the main diagonal).
Theorem 6. Let C be an IC(3) cost matrix with its constant rows and columns are indexed by {1, 2, 3}. C is a DPC(k) matrix if
and only if the reduced submatrices Cˆ r,1, Cˆ r,2 and Cˆ r,3 have all LS2Fs of costs z im for m = 1, . . . , ki with ki ≤ k, i ∈ {1, 2, 3} and
|S| = k where S = {z im + (2n− 4)α | m = 1, . . . , ki, i = 1, 2, 3}.
Proof. Let C be an IC(3) costmatrix with constant rows and columns for indices 1, 2 and 3. Furthermore, letH denote the set
of Hamiltonian paths in C andHi denote the set of all Hamiltonian paths in C with node i as an interior node, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Note that H = H1 ∪ H2 ∪ H3.
Any LS2F, L, in Cˆ r,i can be extended to a Hamiltonian path, P , such that Cˆ r,i(L) = Cˆi(P) and C(P) = Cˆi(P)+ (2n−4)α. This
is done by first re-introducing node i and all arcs (with zero cost) incident with it. This extends any LS2F into a Hamiltonian
path with node i as an interior node. Then the cost of the Hamiltonian path with respect to the original matrix is obtained
by adding back the reduction constants from each row and column. But all entries in row and column i of C have some fixed
cost α, so all the reduction constants have cost α. Since every LS2F has (n− 3) arcs in the reduced submatrix, it follows that
the value of the Hamiltonian path in C is precisely [2(n− 3)]α + 2α more than it’s cost in Cˆi.
Thus, C is DPC(k) precisely when |S| = k and each Cˆ r,i contains at most k distinct LS2F values, for i ∈ {1, 2, 3}. 
Wenow consider a slightlymore general class of matrices where it is possible to determine if all Hamiltonian cycles have
at most three distinct values given a characterization of LS2F(l)matrices for l ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Definition 7. Cost matrix C is LS2F(3)-reconcilable if C is:
(a) DPC(k) for k ∈ {1, 2}, or
(b) IC(1)with all entries in row and column i are of constant cost for some i.
Moreover, if (b) holds then deleting row and column i from C yields a LS2F(3)-reconcilable submatrix.
Let f (k, C) denote the function which tests whether all LS2Fs described by cost matrix C have at most k distinct values.
If cost matrix C contains at most k distinct values then f outputs a list of the distinct LS2F cost valuesW = {w1, . . . , wj} for
j ≤ k. Otherwise, f outputs an indicator element (such as a null element). Thus,
f (k, C) =

W if there are at most k distinct LS2F cost values in C,
null otherwise.
Theorem 8. If C is LS2F(3)-reconcilable then it is possible to determine if C is DPC(k) for k ∈ {1, 2, 3}.
Proof. If C is DPC(k) for k ∈ {1, 2} then we are done. Set i = 1. Since C is LS2F(3)-reconcilable there exists some index
xi such that all entries in both row and column xi have a constant cost αi. Moreover, deleting this row and column yields a
LS2F(3)-reconcilable submatrix. Denote this submatrixDi. IfDi is not DPC(k) for k ∈ {1, 2} then take i ← i+1 and re-iterate
the deletion process. Otherwise, there are Hamiltonian path values v1 and v2 (whose uniqueness is dependent on the value
of k). Notice that since there are a finite number of indices, some submatrix of C must be DPC(k) for k ∈ {1, 2}.
Test f (3,Di). If f (3,Di) = null then there are at least four LS2F values in Di. Denote four of these values w1, w2, w3 and
w4. But notice that every LS2F in Di can be extended to a Hamiltonian path in Di−1 with i as an internal node. Hence, there
exist Hamiltonian paths in Di of at least four distinct costswj+2αi for j ∈ {1, 2, 3, 4}. If Di−1 = C then there exist more than
three distinct Hamiltonian path values in C , so we are done. Otherwise, work backward to create C from Di−1 by adding row
and column xi−1 with all elements of cost αi−1 then setting i ← i − 1. Any Hamiltonian path in Di−1 can be extended to a
Hamiltonian path in C by adding back these indices one at a time. This is simply a linear shift (of cost αi−1+αi−2+· · ·+α1)
to the distinct Hamiltonian path values found in Di−1. Hence, C contains more than three distinct Hamiltonian path values.
Otherwise, the function f returns a listWi = {w1i , w2i , w3i } of at most three distinct values. Notice that any Hamiltonian
path in Di−1 with i as an internal node contains some LS2F of Di. Furthermore, any Hamiltonian path in Di−1 with i as an
end node contains some Hamiltonian path of Di. Conversely, every LS2F and Hamiltonian path in Di can be extended to a
Hamiltonian path inDi−1. It now follows thatDi−1 is DPC(3) if and only if |Si−1| = 3where Si−1 = {w1i +2αi, w2i +2αi, w3i +
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2αi, v1+αi, v2+αi}. (Since Di−1 was tested to see if it contained at most two distinct Hamiltonian path values, at this stage
there exist at least three distinct Hamiltonian path values.)
Now re-iterate the process by testing f (3,Di−1) and obtaining a list of values Wi−1. Let W
2αi−1
i−1 denote the set of values
obtained by adding 2αi−1 to each element in Wi−1. Furthermore, let S
αi−1
i−1 denote the set of values obtained by adding αi−1
to each element in Si−1. Then Di−2 is DPC(3) if and only if |Si−2| = 3 where Si−2 = {W 2αi−1i−1 , Sαi−1i−1 }. Repeat this process (by
decrementing i) until the number of distinct Hamiltonian path values in C is determined. 
By considering Cˆ r rather than the original matrix C the true potential of Theorem 8 may be exploited. Theorem 4
provides a characterization of DTC(k) matrices based on a characterization of DPC(k) matrices. Theorems 6 and 8 provide
characterizations of DPC(k)matrices based on a characterization of LS2F(l)matrices (∀l ≤ k). Hence, the structure of DTC(k)
matrices is found by determining the structure of matrices in terms of LS2Fs.
Consider the cost matrix C along with it’s reduced submatrix Cˆ r .
C =

∞ 1 0 3 3 2 0 6 −1
5 ∞ 1 4 2 −1 1 4 0
−1 1 ∞ 0 −2 −3 −3 1 −4
7 9 5 ∞ 6 5 4 9 3
3 2 −1 2 ∞ −4 −1 2 −2
4 1 0 3 −2 ∞ 0 1 −1
−3 −1 −5 −3 −4 −5 ∞ −1 −4
6 6 2 5 2 0 2 ∞ 1
4 4 0 3 0 −1 0 3 ∞

Cˆ r =

∞ 3 1 2 3 3 −1 3
3 ∞ 1 2 1 −2 −1 0
1 1 ∞ 2 1 1 −1 1
2 2 2 ∞ 2 2 −1 2
3 0 1 2 ∞ −2 −1 0
3 −2 1 2 −2 ∞ −1 −2
−1 −1 −1 −1 −1 −1 ∞ −1
3 1 1 2 0 −1 −1 ∞

.
By glancing at C it is difficult to establish that it is, in fact, a DTC(3) matrix. However, by considering Cˆ r along with
Theorems 42, 4 and 8 the result is easily established.
3. Characterization of LS2F(k)matrices for k ∈ {1, 2}
Let G be a complete directed graph and C be a cost matrix associated with G.
Lemma 9. Let n > 2. If C is an LS2F(1) cost matrix associated with graph G then any tour in G is composed of arcs with a single
cost.
Proof. Let C be an LS2F(1) cost matrix associated with graph G. Furthermore, let T be any tour in G containing at least two
arcs of distinct costs α and β . Since n > 2, without loss of generality, T contains another arc of cost γ . Then there exist LS2Fs
of costs C(T ) − (α + β), C(T ) − (α + γ ), and C(T ) − (β + γ ) in G. Since α ≠ β , at least two of these values are distinct.
This contradicts the fact that C is LS2F(1). 
Theorem 10. Cost matrix C is LS2F(1) if and only if either n = 2 or all entries of C have the same cost.
Proof. For n = 2 the proof is trivial. Suppose C is an LS2F(1) cost matrix associated with G and n > 2. Let T1 and T2 be
any two tours in G. Furthermore, suppose T1 has an arc of cost α and T2 has an arc of cost β ≠ α. Then C(T1) = nα and
C(T2) = nβ by Lemma 9. So there exist LS2Fs of costs (n− 2)α and (n− 2)β . Since G is LS2F(1), (n− 2)α = (n− 2)β which
implies α = β , a contradiction. Proof of the converse is trivial. 
Let us now consider the characterization of an LS2F(2)matrix. For n = 3, C is LS2F(2) if and only if all arcs have cost α
or β for some α ≠ β . Thus, we assume n ≥ 4.
Lemma 11. Let n ≥ 4. If a cost matrix C is LS2F(2) then no tour in G contains arcs with more than two distinct costs.
Proof. Let T be a tour inG containing arcs of distinct costsα, β and γ . There exist LS2Fs of costs C(T )−(α+β), C(T )−(α+γ )
and C(T )− (β + γ ) in G. All of these LS2F values must be distinct since α, β and γ are all distinct. 
The following constructions from [10] are used in various proofs. For completeness they are summarized below.
Construction 12 (Ordered 3-Exchange). Take a tour, T1 = (u1, u2, . . . , un), in graph G = (V , E). Let (p, q) ∈ E(G) \ E(T1).
Without loss of generality, let u1 = p and ur = q for some 2 < r < n. Also take integer l such that r ≤ l ≤ n. Construct a new
tour with the following structure T2 = (u1, ur , ur+1, . . . , ul, u2, u3, ur−1, ul+1, ul+2, un). See Fig. 1 for an illustration.
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Fig. 1. Ordered 3-exchange procedure with n = 6, p = u1, q = ur = u3 and l = u5 .
Fig. 2. Arc reversal procedure with n = 6, p = u1 and q = u2 .
Construction 13 (Arc Reversal). Take tour T1 = (u1, u2, . . . , un) in graph G = (V , E). Let (p, q) ∈ E(T1). Without loss of
generality, let u1 = p and u2 = q. Reversal of (p, q) gives the new tour T2 = (u2, u1, u3, . . . , un). See Fig. 2 for an illustration.
Lemma 14. Let α and β be distinct and n ≥ 4. If there exists a tour T1 using only arcs of cost α and a tour T2 using only arcs of
cost β in G described by cost matrix C then there exists a tour using arcs with both costs α and β .
Proof. Take a tour T1 in G and perform an ordered 3-exchange or arc reversal on T1 by introducing any arc of T2. This
construction only removes three arcs from T1. But any tour in Gwill contain at least four arcs. Hence, the newly formed tour
has arcs of both costs α and β . 
Lemma 15. Let α and β be distinct and n ≥ 4. If C is an LS2F(2)matrix then no tour in G uses both multiple arcs of cost α and
multiple arcs of cost β .
Proof. Suppose there exists a tour T with costs described by C using at least two arcs of cost α and at least two arcs of cost
β ≠ α. Then there exist LS2Fs of costs C(T )− 2α, C(T )− 2β and C(T )− (α + β)which are all distinct since β ≠ α. 
We now determine the number of distinct cost elements that any LS2F(2) cost matrix may contain.
Lemma 16. Let n ≥ 4. If cost matrix C is LS2F(2) then C contains exactly two distinct cost elements.
Proof. Let C be a LS2F(2) matrix associated with G. By Theorem 10, C must contain at least two distinct cost elements.
Denote these distinct costs by α and β . From Lemma 14, there exists a tour T1 in G using arcs of both costs α and β . Without
loss of generality, Lemma 15 guarantees that T1 has a single arc of cost α and all other arcs of cost β . If C contains only
elements of costs α and β then the result follows. So assume, if possible, that C also contains an arc of cost γ ∉ {α, β}.
Perform an ordered 3-exchange or arc reversal on T1 to include an arc of cost γ to create a tour Tγ . Suppose that the
arc of cost α does not appear in Tγ . Then Tγ contains an arc of cost γ and either n = 4 (and a contradiction is reached) or
all remaining arcs have cost β (from Lemma 15). Thus, Tγ emits an LS2F of cost (n − 3)β + γ . But T1 emits LS2Fs of costs
(n− 2)β and (n− 3)β + α. Hence, C contains more than two distinct LS2F values.
Thus, it must be the case that the arc of cost α in T1 is also in Tγ . If n > 4 then Tγ contains arcs of distinct costs α, β and
γ which contradicts Lemma 11. So n = 4 and there exist LS2Fs of costs α+β, α+ γ and 2β . Notice that Tγ must also emits
an LS2F of either cost 2α or 2γ . In either case, there exist more than two distinct LS2F values in C . 
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Lemma 17. Let α and β be distinct constants and n ≥ 4. If C is an LS2F(2) cost matrix with a tour T1 containing multiple arcs
of cost β and an arc of cost α then no tour in C contains multiple arcs of cost α.
Proof. Suppose T1 is a tour containing multiple arcs of cost β and at least one arc of cost α. From Lemma 15, T1 does not
containmultiple arcs of costα. Suppose there is a tour T2 that containsmultiple arcs of costα. From Lemma15, T2 can contain
at most one arc not having cost α. By Lemma 16, C contains exactly two distinct costs α and β . Thus, either (i) C(T2) = nα
implies that there exist LS2Fs of cost (n− 2)α, or (ii) C(T2) = (n− 1)α + β implies that there exist LS2Fs of costs (n− 2)α
and (n− 1)α + β . Notice that in both cases there exist LS2Fs of cost (n− 2)α.
Tour T1 yields LS2Fs of unique costs (n − 2)β and α + (n − 3)β . Since C is LS2F(2) either (n − 2)α = (n − 2)β or
(n− 2)α = α + (n− 3)β . In either case, α = β provides a contradiction. 
We now give a complete characterization of cost matrices where all linear spanning 2-forests have exactly two distinct
values.
Theorem 18. A cost matrix C for G is LS2F(2) if and only if:
(a) n = 3 and C contains only elements of distinct costs α and β , or all entries of C have cost β ≠ α except for
(b) a single row containing at least one element of cost α, or
(c) a single column containing at least one element of cost α, or
(d) c(p,q) = c(q,p) = α for exactly two fixed nodes p and q.
Proof. First, note that both the sufficiency and necessity of (a) is trivially established. Thus assume n ≥ 4.
Suppose C is an LS2F(2)matrix. By Lemma 16, since n ≥ 4, it follows that C contains exactly two distinct cost elements
α ≠ β . Without loss of generality, assume that there are at least as many elements of cost β in C as there are elements
of cost α. By Theorem 10, Lemmas 14 and 15, there exists a tour T1 using multiple arcs of cost β and a single arc of cost α.
Denote the arc of T1 with cost α as (p, q) for fixed nodes p ≠ q (i.e. c(p,q) = α). Notice that c(i,j) = β if (i) i, j, p and q are
all distinct, or (ii) i ≠ q and j = p, or (iii) i = q and j ≠ p. Otherwise, a tour using (at least) two arcs of cost α can be easily
found which contradicts Lemma 17.
Suppose c(p,j) = α for j ≠ q. Notice that if either c(q,p) = α or c(i,q) = α for i ≠ p then it is trivial to find a tour using
multiple arcs of cost α, which once again contradicts Lemma 17. Hence, all arcs of cost α are contained in row p.
Suppose c(i,q) = α for i ≠ p. Notice that if either c(q,p) = α or c(p,j) = α for j ≠ q then it is trivial to find a tour using
multiple arcs of cost α, which gives a contradiction. Hence, all arcs of cost α are contained in column q.
Suppose c(q,p) = α. Notice that if either c(p,j) = α for j ≠ q or c(i,q) = α for i ≠ p then it is trivial to find a tour using
multiple arcs of cost α, which gives a contradiction. Hence, only (p, q) and (q, p) have cost α.
Conversely, if (b) is satisfied then any tour in G described by C uses at most a single arc of cost α, as all such arcs are
entering a single node. If (c) is satisfied then any tour in C uses at most a single arc of cost α, as all such arcs are leaving a
single node. If (d) is satisfied then any tour can use at most one arc of cost α as no tour can utilize both (p, q) and (q, p).
Since all cases (b)–(d) allow tours to contain at most a single arc of cost α, all tours have cost nβ or (n− 1)β + α. Moreover,
since C contains an element of cost α there must be a tour of cost (n− 1)β + α. Hence, all LS2Fs in G have cost (n− 2)β or
(n− 3)β + α. Therefore, C is LS2F(2). 
Corollary 19. A symmetric cost matrix C is LS2F(2) if and only if all entries of C have cost β ≠ α except for exactly two elements
with c(p,q) = c(q,p) = α for fixed nodes p and q.
4. Characterization of LS2F(3)matrices
Let us now derive a closed form characterization of LS2F(3) matrices. As one might anticipate, obtaining such a
characterization is more complex than the LS2F(2) counter-part. Thus, we first establish several simple results which will
be combined to establish our main result.
Observation 20. Let C be an n × n cost matrix and Cφ be a cost matrix obtained by subtracting a constant φ from every entry
in C. The matrix C is LS2F(k) if and only if Cφ is LS2F(k).
Proof. Take any tour T in graph G described by cost matrix C . LS2Fs have costs of the form C(T ) − (ce + cf ) for some arcs
e and f in E(T ). Subtract a constant φ from every entry of C to obtain Cφ . The corresponding LS2F in the new matrix Cφ has
cost [C(T )− nφ] − [(ce− φ)+ (cf − φ)] = [C(T )− (ce+ cf )] − [(n+ 2)φ]. Notice that (n+ 2)φ is a constant independent
of tour T and arcs e and f . Hence, the result follows. 
We now establish results regarding the structure of a tour with costs described by an LS2F(3)matrix. If n = 2 then any
associated cost matrix C cannot be LS2F(3). If n = 3 then C is LS2F(3) if and only if there exist arcs of precisely three distinct
costs in C . For the remainder of this section, we assume that n ≥ 4.
Observation 21. Let n ≥ 4 and T be a tour containing the highest number of distinct arc costs in G with cost matrix C. If G
contains at least two arcs of distinct costs then all arcs of T cannot have the same cost.
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Lemma 22. If C is an LS2F(3) cost matrix associated with G then any tour in G contains arcs of at most three distinct costs.
Proof. Suppose T is a tour in G using arcs of distinct costs α, β, γ and δ. Then there exist LS2Fs of costs C(T ) − (α +
δ), C(T )− (β+δ) and C(T )− (γ +δ)which are all distinct. But there are also LS2Fs of costs C(T )− (α+β), C(T )− (α+γ )
and C(T ) − (β + γ ). Since C is LS2F(3) and α, β, γ and δ are all distinct constants, it follows that C(T ) − (α + β) =
C(T )− (γ + δ), C(T )− (α + γ ) = C(T )− (β + δ) and C(T )− (β + γ ) = C(T )− (α + δ). But this system has no solution
with distinct constants α, β, γ and δ. 
Lemma 23. If C is an LS2F(3) matrix associated with G that has a tour T containing arcs of three distinct costs then T does not
contain multiple arcs of two distinct costs.
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume T contains multiple arcs of cost α, multiple arcs of cost β and (at least) one arc of
cost γ , whereα, β and γ are all distinct. Then there exist LS2Fs of costs C(T )−2α, C(T )−2β, C(T )−(α+β), C(T )−(α+γ )
and C(T )− (β + γ ). Since α, β and γ are all distinct, C(T )− (α + β), C(T )− (α + γ ) and C(T )− (β + γ ) are all distinct.
Furthermore, C(T )− 2β ∉ {C(T )− (α + β), C(T )− (β + γ )} Thus,
C(T )− 2β = C(T )− (α + γ ). (1)
Similarly,
C(T )− 2α = C(T )− (β + γ ). (2)
From (1) and (2) we have α = β , a contradiction. 
Lemma 24. If C is an LS2F(3)matrix associated with G that has a tour containing arcs of distinct costs α, β and multiple arcs of
cost γ then 2γ = α + β . In particular, if γ = 0 then α = −β .
Proof. Given the conditions of the lemma, there exist LS2Fs of costs C(T ) − 2γ , C(T ) − (α + β), C(T ) − (α + γ ) and
C(T ) − (β + γ ) for some tour T in G described by C . Since α, β and γ are all distinct and C is LS2F(3) it follows that
C(T )− 2γ = C(T )− (α + β)which implies 2γ = α + β . 
Observation 25. Let T be a tour in G with an LS2F(3) cost matrix C and n ≥ 4. It is possible to subtract a constant from all
elements of C in such a way that the tour T will use multiple arcs of cost 0. Furthermore, the resulting matrix is LS2F(3) if and
only if C is LS2F(3).
Proof. Suppose that tour T uses multiple arcs of cost α ≠ 0. Then by Observation 20, reduce every element of C by α to
obtain the desired result. Otherwise, T does not containmultiple arcs of the same cost. By Lemma 22, T cannot containmore
than three distinct arc costs. It must be the case that n ≤ 3 which gives a contradiction. 
By Theorem 10, it is known that if the cost matrix C contains only arcs of a single cost then C is an LS2F(1)matrix. Hence,
all LS2F(3) cost matrices can be grouped into three distinct cases as described below:
Case 1: C contains at least four distinct costs,
Case 2: C contains exactly three distinct costs, and
Case 3: C contains exactly two distinct costs.
Case 1: cost matrices containing at least four cost values
We now establish that Case 1 is impossible. By Observation 20, one of the costs of C may be forced to 0 by subtracting
φ from every element in C to create Cφ . Furthermore, by Observation 20, C is LS2F(k) if and only if Cφ is LS2F(k). Hence,
to simplify arguments we consider the matrix Cφ in the analysis to follow. Recall that Lemma 22 ensures that no tour can
contain more than three distinct arc costs.
Lemma 26. Let Cφ be a cost matrix associated with graph G that contains at least four distinct costs and n ≥ 4. If Cφ is LS2F(3)
then there does not exist a tour using three distinct arc costs in G described by Cφ .
Proof. Without loss of generality, assume cost matrix Cφ contains elements of at least four distinct costs, say 0, α, β and
γ . Let T1 be a tour in G that contains arcs of costs 0, α and β . From Observation 25, T1 has multiple arcs of cost 0. From
Lemma 23, T1 contains a single arc of cost α and a single arc of cost β . Thus, C(T1) = α + β and there exist LS2Fs of costs
0, α and β . Also, by Lemma 24, α = −β . So Cφ describes LS2Fs of costs 0, α and−α. Perform an ordered 3-exchange or arc
reversal on T1 to introduce an arc of cost γ creating tour Tγ . We now consider the LS2F in Tγ created by deleting the two
arcs of unknown costs.
If both the arc of cost α and the arc of cost β from T1 do not appear in Tγ then Tγ generates an LS2F of cost γ (since all
arcs of known cost in Tγ have cost 0). But γ ∉ {0, α, β} implies that there are more than three distinct LS2F costs in Cφ .
If both the arc of cost α and the arc of cost β from T1 appear in Tγ then Tγ has arcs of costs 0, α, β and γ unless n = 5
and all arcs of cost 0 are removed during the construction of Tγ . If n = 5, the LS2F in Tγ formed by deleting the two arcs of
unknown cost has cost α + β + γ = α + (−α)+ γ = γ . But γ ∉ {0, α, β} implies that there are more than three distinct
LS2F costs in Cφ .
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If the arc of cost α does not appear in Tγ but the arc of β does appear then we proceed as follows:
• If n > 5 then Tγ contains arcs of costs β, γ and multiple arcs of cost 0. From Lemmas 23 and 24, it follows that β = −γ .
But β = −α yields a contradiction since 0, α, β and γ are all distinct.
• If n = 5, then Tγ contains an arc of cost 0, β, γ and two arcs of unknown costs. From Lemma 22, Tγ can only contain
these three arc costs. If one of the arcs of unknown cost has cost β then there exists an LS2F of cost 2β which gives more
than three distinct LS2F values. Hence, there are only three cases to consider, the arcs of unknown costs are: (a) both 0,
(b) both γ or (c) 0 and γ . In (a) and (c), Tγ emits an LS2F of cost γ which gives more than three distinct LS2F values. In
(b), Tγ emits LS2Fs of costs 3γ , 2γ , 2γ + β and γ + β . Simple analysis shows that Cφ has more than three distinct LS2F
cost values.
• If n = 4, then it can be verified that Cφ has more than three distinct LS2F cost values. See [1] for details.
If the arc of cost β does not appear in Tγ but the arc of α does appear then apply the same logic used in the previous
analysis to achieve a contradiction. 
Lemma 26, shows that LS2F(3) cost matrices with at least four distinct cost elements cannot contain tours using three
distinct arc costs. The following lemma establishes a stronger result that such matrices cannot contain tours using two
distinct arc costs.
Lemma 27. Let Cφ be a cost matrix associated with G as defined earlier containing at least four distinct costs, one of which is zero
and n ≥ 4. If Cφ is LS2F(3) then there does not exist a tour using two distinct arc costs in G described by Cφ .
For a detailed proof of this lemma we refer to [1].
Theorem 28. If cost matrix C is LS2F(3) then C contains at most three distinct arc costs.
Proof. Construct the matrix Cφ from C . Suppose Cφ contains at least three distinct values.
If Cφ contains more than three distinct elements, Lemma 27 ensures that all arc costs of any given tour are the same. By
Observation 21, there exists a tour using arcs of at least two distinct costs, a contradiction. Hence, if Cφ is LS2F(3) then Cφ
contains at most three distinct arc costs. By Observation 20, C is LS2F(k) if and only if Cφ is LS2F(k). 
Case 2: cost matrices containing three cost values
Let C be an LS2F(3) cost matrix containing exactly three distinct elements. By Observation 21, there exists a tour in C
using arcs of at least two distinct costs. To determine the structure of C we consider three cases.
• C contains a tour using three distinct arc costs (Lemma 29).
• All tours in C use at most two distinct costs and there exists a tour using multiple arcs of two costs (Lemma 31).
• All tours in C use at most two distinct costs and there does not exist a tour using multiple arcs of two costs (Lemmas 32
and 33).
A line of a matrix is either a row or column of the matrix. A line cover of cost α in a matrix is the minimum set of lines
needed to cover all elements of cost α.
Lemma 29. Let α, β and γ be distinct constants contained in a cost matrix C with n ≥ 4. Matrix C is LS2F(3) with a tour
containing all three costs if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.
(a) 2γ = α + β .
(b) If there are more than two elements of cost α then α has a line cover of size one.
(c) If there are exactly two elements of cost α then either α has a line cover of size one or there exist nodes p and q such that
c(p,q) = c(q,p) = α.
(d) Properties (b) and (c) hold for the elements of cost β .
(e) If there is only one element of cost α and only one element of cost β then it is not the case that c(p,q) = α and c(q,p) = β .
(f) There does not exist a line containing all elements of both costs α and β .
Proof. Suppose that C is an LS2F(3) cost matrix associated with graph G. Furthermore, suppose that G contains a tour, T ,
that uses arcs of distinct costs α, β and γ . By Lemma 24, 2γ = α+β where T uses multiple arcs of cost γ . The choice of γ is
uniquely defined since 2β = α+ γ or 2α = β + γ cannot have solutions with α, β and γ all distinct. Thus, every tour that
contains arcs of all three distinct costs must contain multiple arcs of cost γ . By Lemma 23, every tour containing all three
distinct costs must contain exactly one arc of cost α and exactly one arc of cost β . This can only be achieved if the required
conditions are satisfied.
Conversely, given the conditions stated in the preamble, it is possible to find a tour using at most a single arc of cost α
and at most a single arc of cost β . Furthermore, it is possible to find a tour using exactly one arc of each cost as guaranteed
by the conditions. Hence, all tours in C have cost nγ , (n− 1)γ + α, (n− 1)γ + β or (n− 2)γ + α + β . Thus, C is LS2F(3)
as there exist LS2Fs of costs (n− 2)γ , (n− 3)γ + α, (n− 3)γ + β and (n− 4)γ + α + β = (n− 4)γ + (2γ ) = (n− 2)γ
since 2γ = α + β . 
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Lemma 29 establishes the structure of LS2F(3) cost matrices containing exactly three distinct cost elements and a tour
that uses all three distinct costs. From Lemma 22, no tour uses arcs of more than three distinct costs. Observation 21
guarantees that not all tours use arcs of a single cost. Hence, we need only to consider cost matrices where all tours use
arcs of at most two distinct costs. We first establish a helpful result.
Lemma 30. Let α, β and γ be distinct constants contained in an LS2F(3) matrix C. If there exists a tour using multiple arcs of
cost α and multiple arcs of cost γ , but no tour using arcs of all three distinct costs then:
(a) there does not exist a tour using multiple arcs of cost β , and
(b) there does not exist a tour using arcs of both costs α and β , given that there also exists a tour using arcs of both costs γ and β .
Proof. We first show (a). Denote the tour using multiple arcs of both costs α and γ as T . Notice C(T ) = kα + (n− k)γ for
2 ≤ k ≤ n− 2 and T yields LS2Fs of costs kα + (n− k− 2)γ , (k− 1)α + (n− k− 1)γ and (k− 2)α + (n− k)γ . Suppose
that there exists a tour T1 containingmultiple arcs of cost β andmultiple arcs of (without loss of generality) cost α. This tour
generates LS2Fs of costs lα + (n− l− 2)β, (l− 1)α + (n− l− 1)β and (l− 2)α + (n− l)β for some 2 ≤ l ≤ n− 2. It can
be verified that these six LS2Fs have at least four distinct values. This gives a contradiction.
Now suppose that there exists a tour T2 using multiple arcs of cost β and (without loss of generality) a single arc of cost
α. Then C(T2) yields LS2Fs of costs (n− 2)β and (n− 3)β + α. If n > 4 then perform an ordered 3-exchange or arc reversal
using T2 and an arc of cost γ to create Tγ . Since there does not exist a tour using arcs of all three distinct costs, the arc of
cost α does not appear in Tγ . By deleting the two arcs of unknown cost in Tγ an LS2F of cost (n− 3)β + γ is obtained. But
the number of distinct LS2F values from T , T2 and Tγ exceeds three. This obtains a contradiction. If n = 4 then there exist
LS2Fs of costs 2β and α + β from T2. There also exist LS2Fs of costs 2α, α + γ and 2γ from T . This again yields more than
three distinct LS2F values.
Finally, suppose that there exists a tour T2 using only arcs of costs β . Since there exists an arc of cost γ in C it is trivial
to find a tour using multiple arcs of cost β and an arc of cost γ unless n = 4. But then it is possible to find an LS2F of cost
α + β . This combined with the LS2Fs of costs 2β from T2 and 2α, α + γ and 2γ from T gives a contradiction.
The remainder of the lemma, (b), is established by noting that if there exists a tour using arcs of both costs γ and β then
there exist LS2Fs of costs (n− 3)γ + β and (n− 2)γ . Similarly, if there exists a tour using arcs of both costs α and β then
there exists an LS2F of cost (n − 3)α + β and (n − 2)γ . But these four LS2F values combined with those obtained from T
give more than three distinct LS2F values. This gives a contradiction. 
Wewill now use this lemma to determine the structure of LS2F(3) cost matrices where all tours use at most two distinct
costs and there exists a tour using multiple arcs of two distinct costs.
Lemma 31. Let α, β and γ be distinct constants contained in cost matrix C = (c(i,j)) associated with graph G and n ≥ 4.
Furthermore, let p, q, r ∈ V (G) be distinct nodes and identify the following sets of arcs S1 = {(p, j)|j ≠ q}, S2 = {(i, q)|i ≠ p}
and S3 = {(q, p)}. The matrix C is LS2F(3) with a tour containing multiple arcs of cost α and multiple arcs of cost γ , but no tour
containing all three distinct costs if and only if:
(a) 2α = β + γ ,
(b) at least two of the sets S1, S2 and S3 contain an arc of cost α,
(c) (p, r) ∈ S1, (r, q) ∈ S2 and (q, p) ∈ S3 are the only arcs of cost α in G if S1, S2 and S3 all contain arcs of cost α or n = 4, and
(d) C has the following structure:
c(i,j) ∈

{∞} if i = j,
{β} if (i, j) = (p, q),
{γ , α} if (i, j) ∈ S1 ∪ S2 ∪ S3
{γ } otherwise.
Proof. Suppose C is an LS2F(3) matrix containing a tour T with multiple arcs of both costs α and γ . By Lemma 30, there
does not exist a tour using multiple arcs of cost β . Since C contains an element of cost β , denote one such element as (p, q)
(so c(p,q) = β). Without loss of generality, suppose that (p, q) is contained in a tour Tγ that also uses an arc of cost γ . Since
there does not exist a tour using all three distinct costs and there does not exist a tour using multiple arcs of cost β (from
Lemma 30) it follows that all arcs of Tγ other than (p, q) have cost γ . Furthermore, from Lemma 30 no tour contains arcs of
both costs α and β .
Suppose that there exists more than a single element of cost β in C . From Lemma 30, no tour contains multiple arcs of
cost β . Thus, either all entries of cost β are contained within a single line or the only entries of cost β are (p, q) and (q, p).
Since T contains multiple arcs of cost α it is trivial to find a tour using arcs of both costs α and β; a contradiction using
Lemma 30. This implies that there is a single element (p, q) of cost β and no tour may contain arcs of both costs α and β .
Hence, the only arcs which are candidates to have cost α are arcs of the form S1 = {(p, j)|j ≠ q}, S2 = {(i, q)|i ≠ p} and
S3 = {(q, p)}.
Since C contains a tour using multiple arcs of cost α, at least two of the three sets (S1, S2 and S3) must contain an arc of
cost α. Suppose that all three sets of arcs contain an element of cost α. Let arc (p, u1) ∈ S1, (u2, q) ∈ S2 and (q, p) ∈ S3 all
have cost α. If u1 ≠ u2 then it is trivial to find a tour with three arcs of cost α (using the subpath u2− q− p− u1). This gives
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a contradiction as there would exist more than three distinct LS2F values in C , unless n = 4. Otherwise, u1 = u2. If either
S1 or S2 contains multiple arcs of cost α then again it is trivial to find a tour using three arcs of cost α. Hence, for the case
where all three sets (S1, S2 and S3) contain an arc of cost α, there exist only four arcs with cost not equal to γ in C (three of
cost α and one of cost β).
Finally, it has been shown that there exist tours of costs 2α + (n − 2)γ and β + (n − 1)γ . Hence, there exist LS2Fs of
costs 2α + (n − 4)γ , α + (n − 3)γ , (n − 2)γ and β + (n − 3)γ . Since C is LS2F(3) this implies that 2α + (n − 4)γ =
β + (n− 3)γ ⇒ 2α = β + γ .
Conversely, it is given that 2α = β + γ . First, suppose that S1, S2 and S3 all contain an arc of cost α. If n = 4, there exist
LS2Fs of costs 2α, 2β, α + β , and α + γ . But there do not exist any other LS2F values since there is only a single arc of cost
γ and no tour contains arcs of both costs α and γ . Otherwise, c(p,r) = c(r,q) = c(q,p) = α and c(p,q) = β . Since n ≥ 4, any
tour in G contains at most two arcs from this 3-cycle of α cost arcs. However, there does exist a tour using two arcs of cost
α (using (p, q) and an arc from either S1 or S2). Second, suppose that C contains arcs of cost α from exactly two of the three
possible sets S1, S2 and S3. For all three pairs of arc sets containing arcs of cost α (namely, S1S2, S2S3 and S1S3) it is trivial to
find a tour using two arcs of cost α (and all other arcs of cost γ ).
Notice that no tour uses both an arc of cost α and the arc of cost β . Otherwise, suppose that there exists a tour using both
(p, q) and (p, u1) ∈ S1. But both arcs are leaving node p so no tour can use both arcs, which gives a contradiction. Suppose
there exists a tour using both (p, q) and (u2, q) ∈ S2. But both arcs are entering node qwhich gives a contradiction. Finally,
suppose there exists a tour using both (p, q) and (q, p). Since n ≥ 4 this gives a contradiction.
Hence, any tour containing an arc of cost α has cost α + (n − 1)γ or 2α + (n − 2)γ . Also, there exists a tour using
the arc of cost β and all other arcs of cost γ . Thus, there exist LS2Fs of costs 2α + (n − 4)γ , α + (n − 3)γ , (n − 2)γ and
β + (n− 3)γ = 2α + (n− 4)γ since 2α = β + γ . 
Lemma 31 establishes the structure of LS2F(3) cost matrices containing exactly three distinct cost elements where all
tours contain at most two distinct costs and there exists a tour that uses multiple arcs of two distinct costs. To complete this
case, we only need to consider matrices containing exactly three distinct cost elements where all tours contain at most two
distinct costs and there does not exist a tour that uses multiple arcs of two distinct costs. This is completed in the following
lemmas by observing that either all tours contain multiple arcs of a single cost or there exists two costs being used multiple
times by distinct tours.
Lemma 32. Let α, β and γ be distinct constants contained in a costmatrix C = (c(i,j)) associatedwith G and n ≥ 4. Furthermore,
let there be a tour using multiple arcs of cost α and a tour using multiple arcs of cost β but no tour using multiple arcs of two
distinct costs and no tour containing all three distinct costs. The matrix C is LS2F(3) if and only if n = 4, 2α = β + γ , there is a
single arc of cost γ and there does not exist a tour using both arcs of both γ and α.
Proof. Let tour Tα contain multiple arcs of cost α and an arc of cost δ ∈ {β, γ }. Let tour Tβ contain multiple arcs of cost β
and an arc of cost ϵ ∈ {α, γ }. Since no tour uses multiple arcs of two distinct costs and no tour contains all three distinct
costs, Constructions 12 and 13 guarantee the existence of such tours, unless n = 4 (which will be handled later). If this were
not the case, perform the constructions with every arc in the tour to see that all arcs in C would have the same cost, a clear
contradiction. These tours emit LS2Fs of costs (n− 2)α, (n− 3)α + δ, (n− 2)β and (n− 3)β + ϵ.
Suppose there exists a tour Tγ usingmultiple arcs of cost γ . By the same argument presented earlier, Tγ containsmultiple
arcs of cost γ and an arc of cost ζ ∈ {α, β}. This tour also yields LS2Fs of costs (n−2)γ and (n−3)γ + ζ . Since C is LS2F(3),
without loss of generality, set (n−2)α = (n−3)β+ ϵ which forces (n−2)β = (n−3)γ + ζ and (n−2)γ = (n−3)α+ δ.
But this system has no solution, thus there does not exist a tour using multiple arcs of cost γ .
Hence, there is some tour using an arc (p, q) of cost γ and multiple arcs of another cost. Without loss of generality,
redefine Tβ as such a tour using multiple arcs of cost β .
Perform an ordered 3-exchange or arc reversal (see Constructions 12 and 13) using Tβ keeping the arc of cost γ in the
newly formed tour. It follows that every arc entering the newly formed tour has cost β (since no tour uses: multiple arcs of
two distinct costs, all three distinct costs nor multiple arcs of cost γ ). So the only candidate arcs to have cost α reside within
the three classes of arcs entering q, leaving p or (q, p) (as these are the only arcs not eligible to enter the newly formed tour).
But Tα contains (n− 1) arcs of cost α. Thus, n = 4.
Furthermore, δ = β or there would exist a tour using both arcs of cost α and γ which would give LS2Fs of costs
2α, 2β, α + β, β + γ and α + γ . But since C is LS2F(3) it follows that 2α = β + γ , 2β and α + β are the only LS2F
values in C . A direct consequence of there being no tour containing arcs of both costs α and γ is that (p, q) is the only arc of
cost γ in C .
Given the structure in the preamble the converse result is easily verified. 
Lemma 33. Let α, β and γ be distinct constants contained in a cost matrix C = (c(i,j)) associated with G and n ≥ 4. The matrix
C is LS2F(3) with no tour containing multiple arcs of cost α or β , but no tour containing all three distinct costs if and only if C
has:
(a) a single line containing all the elements of costs α and β , or
(b) only two elements that do not have cost γ , c(p,q) = α and c(q,p) = β for fixed nodes p and q.
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Proof. Cost matrix C is structured such that every tour will use either precisely one arc of cost δ ∈ {α, β}, or will use all
arcs of cost γ . The same logic presented in the proof of Theorem 18 can be used to describe the structure of a matrix such
that every tour uses at most a single arc of cost δ. Thus, the same structure is used here applying the additional requirement
that there must be at least one arc of cost α and at least one arc of cost β in C .
Conversely, it is given that C contains the distinct costs α, β and γ . In (a), suppose that C has a single line containing at
least one arc of cost α and at least one arc of cost β . All arcs of these costs are either entering or leaving a single node in G
(depending on whether the line is a column or row, respectively). Any tour can use at most one of these arcs. Thus, there
exist tours of costs α+ (n−1)γ and β+ (n−1)γ . (It may be noted that if the line in question contains an element of cost γ
then there will also be a tour of cost nγ , but such a tour does not affect this analysis.) Hence, there exist LS2Fs with distinct
costs (n − 2)γ , α + (n − 3)γ and β + (n − 3)γ since n ≥ 4. In (b), suppose (p, q) and (q, p) are the only elements in C
that do not have cost γ . It is clear that any tour can use either (p, q) or (q, p), but not both. Once again, it is found that these
tours provide LS2Fs of distinct costs (n− 2)γ , α + (n− 3)γ and β + (n− 3)γ . Thus, in both (a) and (b), C is LS2F(3). 
Denote a matrix having the structure described by Lemmas 29 and 31–33 as a Type 1, Type 2, Type 3 and Type 4 matrix,
respectively. These four classes ofmatrices determine the structure of LS2F(3) costmatrices containing exactly three distinct
values. We now focus on establishing a characterization of cost matrices containing elements of precisely two distinct costs.
Case 3: cost matrices containing two cost values
Let C be such a matrix. By Observation 20, one of these two costs may be forced to be 0 by subtracting a suitable φ
from every element in C to create Cφ . Denote the other cost in Cφ as α ≠ 0. Throughout this section, let T1 be a tour in Cφ
containing the most arcs of cost α over all tours using arcs of both costs 0 and α. By Observation 21, such a tour exists.
Lemma 34. Let 0 and α be distinct constants contained in cost matrix Cφ associated with G and n ≥ 4. The matrix Cφ is LS2F(3)
and all tours containing arcs of both cost 0 and α contain at most one arc of cost α if and only if n = 4. Furthermore, there are
exactly four arcs of cost α which form a 4-cycle.
Proof. If T1 contains only a single arc of cost α then all other tours in G are either constant or contain exactly one arc of cost
α. Suppose no tour in Cφ containsmultiple arcs of cost α. From Theorem 18, Cφ is LS2F(2). Thus, there exists some tour using
multiple arcs of cost α. Since all tours using arcs of both costs 0 and α contain at most a single arc of cost α, there exists a
tour T2 using only arcs of cost α. Perform an ordered 3-exchange or arc reversal (see Constructions 12 and 13) using T2 and
any arc of cost 0. This newly created tour has arcs of both costs but uses more arcs of cost α than T1, unless n = 4 and all
arcs swapped in have cost 0. Repeat this argument for every arc of T2 to see that all arcs not in T2 must have cost 0.
Conversely, suppose n = 4 and the only arcs of cost α form a 4-cycle. The cost matrix Cφ describes tours in G of costs 0,
α and 4α. Hence, there exist LS2Fs of costs 0, α and 2α. Thus, Cφ is LS2F(3). 
In view of the above lemma, it may be assumed that Cφ contains a tour using arcs of cost 0 and multiple arcs of cost α. In
particular, C(T1) = kα for 2 ≤ k ≤ n−1. Also, notice that T1 yields LS2Fs of costs kα, (k−1)α and (k−2)α. We nowproceed
to establish a characterization for all LS2F(3) matrices using exactly two distinct elements and not covered by Lemma 34.
To do this, we differentiate two cases n = 4 (Lemma 35) and n > 4 (Lemma 36). The proof of former case is omitted but
see [1] for details. Also, denote a matrix on 4 nodes having the structure described by Lemma 34 as a Type 5 matrix and the
structure described by Lemma 35 as a Type 6 matrix.
Lemma 35. Let 0 and α be distinct constants contained in cost matrix Cφ associated with graph G and n = 4. The matrix Cφ is
LS2F(3) and contains a tour using arcs of cost 0 and multiple arcs of cost α if and only if:
(a) there is a tour of cost 2α, or
(b) there is a tour of cost 3α and a tour of cost α or 0, or
(c) there is a tour of cost 4α and a tour of cost α.
Lemma 36. Let 0 and α be distinct constants contained in cost matrix Cφ associated with G and n > 4. The matrix Cφ is LS2F(3)
and contains a tour using arcs of cost 0 and multiple arcs of cost α if and only if:
(a) Cφ is DTC(1) with all tours of cost kα for some 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 2, or
(b) all tours have costs 2α, α or 0 with at least one tour of cost 2α, or
(c) all tours have costs nα, (n− 1)α or (n− 2)α with at least one tour of cost (n− 2)α.
Proof. Suppose that Cφ is LS2F(3) and tour T1 uses arcs of cost 0 and multiple arcs of cost α with C(T1) = kα for
2 ≤ k ≤ n− 1. Take any other tour T2 in Gwith C(T2) = lα for 0 ≤ l ≤ n.
If 3 ≤ k ≤ n− 3 then there exist LS2Fs of costs kα, (k− 1)α and (k− 2)α. Notice that if l ≠ k then there are more than
three distinct LS2F values. It follows that l = k. Hence, any tour in G has cost kα implying that Cφ is DTC(1).
If k = 2 then T1 yields LS2Fs of costs 0, α and 2α. It is possible to have tours in G of costs 2α, α and 0 and yield only three
distinct LS2F values. This gives (b) and a subcase of (a).
If k = n − 2 then T1 yields LS2Fs of costs (n − 2)α, (n − 3)α and (n − 4)α. It is possible to have tours in G of costs
nα, (n− 1)α and (n− 2)α. This gives (c) and a subcase of (a).
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If k = n − 1 then it could be the case that all tours have costs nα, (n − 1)α and (n − 2)α as in (c). Suppose this is not
the case. If 1 ≤ l ≤ n − 3 then there are more than four distinct LS2F values in G described by Cφ . Since not all tours have
costs nα, (n − 1)α and (n − 2)α it follows that T2 yields only a single LS2F value. Hence, l = 0. So C(T2) = 0 and T2 is
composed of all arcs having cost 0. Now perform an ordered 3-exchange or arc reversal (see Constructions 12 and 13) using
T2 and any arc of cost α in G. The LS2F formed by deleting the two arcs of unknown cost in the newly formed tour has cost
C(T2)− 3(0)+ α = α. But T1 yields LS2Fs of costs (n− 2)α and (n− 3)α and T2 yields LS2Fs of cost 0. Since Cφ is LS2F(3),
this yields a contradiction.
Conversely, suppose (a) that Cφ is a DTC(1)matrix with all tours having cost kα for 2 ≤ k ≤ n − 2. Since all tours have
cost kα and there exist LS2Fs of costs kα, (k − 1)α and (k − 2)α. Hence, Cφ is LS2F(3). Suppose (b) that all tours in G have
cost 2α, α or 0 and there exists a tour of cost 2α using multiple arcs of cost α. Then all LS2Fs have costs 2α, α or 0 implying
that Cφ is LS2F(3). The result for (c) follows immediately from (b) by reversing the roles of α and 0. 
Denote matrices that are DTC(1)with all tours of cost kα for 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 2 as Type 7 matrices.
Lemmas 35 and 36 give a complete characterization of all LS2F(3) matrices containing exactly two distinct costs that
are not excluded by Lemma 34. However, this characterization requires enumerating all tours to determine if a given cost
matrix has a specified list of tour values. This process is not feasible for large cases. (If n = 4 then there are only six tours.
So determining every tour cost is trivial.) Since the structure of the elements in a DTC(1) cost matrix has already been
established, wemust only consider the structure of cost matrices that satisfy (b) and (c) in Lemma 36. Thus, we now explore
the structure of amatrixwhere T1 contains precisely two arcs of costα. This exhausts (b) in Lemma36. (The logic is analogous
for (c) in the same lemma.)
The following observations have been previously established and are re-iterated to provide compactness to Lemma 40.
Observation 37. Any tour can use at most one arc entering or leaving a single node.
Observation 38. Let n ≥ 4. Also, let p and q be distinct nodes. Any tour can use at most one of (p, q) and (q, p).
Observation 39. Let n ≥ 4. Also, let p, q and r be distinct nodes. Any tour canuse atmost two of (p, q), (q, p), (p, r), (r, p), (q, r)
and (r, q).
Lemma 40. Let 0 and α be distinct constants contained in cost matrix Cφ = (cφ(i,j)) associated with G and n ≥ 4. Furthermore,
let Cφ contain a tour that uses two arcs of cost α. All tours in Cφ have costs 2α, α or 0 if and only if:
(a) Cφ has a line cover of size two, or
(b) the indices of Cφ can be reordered such that the elements of cost α are contained in a 2× 2 submatrix and a single line, or
(c) the indices of Cφ can be reordered such that the elements of cost α are contained in a 3× 3 submatrix, or
(d) all entries of Cφ are zero except for some permutation of the indices of the submatrix S ∈ {S1, S2, S3} where
S1 =
∞ α 0 0α ∞ 0 00 0 ∞ α
0 0 α ∞
 , S2 =
∞ α 0 αα ∞ 0 0α 0 ∞ α
0 0 0 ∞

and S3 =
∞ α 0 0α ∞ 0 α0 α ∞ α
0 0 0 ∞
 .
Proof. Suppose that all tours have cost 2α, α or 0, and that there exists a tour T using only two arcs of cost α. Denote these
two arcs (p, q) and (r, s). Note that all four nodes need not be distinct. If these are the only two elements of cost α in Cφ
then there is a line cover of size two. By performing arc contractions on (p, q) and (r, s) it follows that all entries of Cφ not
contained in row p, row r , column q, column s, (q, p) or (s, r)must have cost 0. Suppose cφ(p,t) = α for some t ∉ {p, q, r, s}.
Clearly, cφ(q,p) ≠ α or subpath r–s–q–p–t uses three arcs of cost α, which yields a contradiction (as no tour can cost more
than 2α). Since any tour that uses an arc of cost α outgoing from p can use only one other non-zero arc, the only candidate
arcs to have cost α are those entering s, leaving r or (s, r). But the first two cases can be covered with two lines and the latter
case can be covered with a 2 × 2 submatrix and line. By symmetry, we can assume that the only elements of cost α reside
within the submatrix on nodes p, q, r and s.
If the four distinguished nodes are not all distinct then all elements of cost α can be covered by a 3 × 3 submatrix.
Otherwise, we consider the subgraph on the four nodes corresponding to the 4×4 submatrix with indices p, q, r and s. First,
note that cφ(q,r) = cφ(s,p) = 0 or subpaths p−q− r− s and r− s−p−qwould use three arcs of cost α. If cφ(q,p) = cφ(s,r) = α then
all other elements of Cφ must have cost 0. This yields submatrix S1. Hence, it can be assumed (without loss of generality)
that cφ(s,r) = 0. To determine the structure of the rest of the submatrix, enumeration is used. To simplify notation, define the
arcs of unknown cost with endpoints p, q, r and s numerically as shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 3. Definition of arcs given that (p, q) and (r, s) have cost α.
Table 1
Invalid and valid combinations of arcs of cost α.
Invalid combinations Valid combinations
1, 2 1, 6, 7 1 1, 3 1, 3, 6 2, 3, 6, 7
1, 5 2, 4, 7 2 1, 4 1, 3, 7 4, 5, 6, 7
2, 5 3, 5, 6 3 1, 6 1, 4, 6
3, 4 4 1, 7 1, 4, 7
5 2, 3 2, 3, 6
6 2, 4 2, 3, 7
7 2, 6 2, 4, 6
2, 7 2, 6, 7
3, 5 3, 5, 7
3, 6 3, 6, 7
3, 7 4, 5, 6
4, 5 4, 5, 7
4, 6 4, 6, 7
4, 7 5, 6, 7
5, 6
5, 7
6, 7
We consider combinations of these seven arcs having cost α in conjunction with the two known arcs of cost α, namely
(p, q) and (r, s).We call a combination invalid if it is possible to find a tour of cost at least 3α using the arcs in the combination.
If a combination of arcs emits a path using three (or more) arcs of cost α then it may be discarded from future analysis, as
all tours in G use at most two arcs of cost α. A combination is called valid if it is not invalid.
First, consider each of the seven arcs on it’s ownwith (p, q) and (r, s). Clearly, each combination is valid (or it would have
already been given cost 0). Second, consider combinations involving two arcs of cost α with (p, q) and (r, s). Notice that the
combinations {1, 2}, {1, 5}, {2, 5} and {3, 4}maybe discarded by considering paths q–p–r–s, r–s–q–p, p–r–s–q and r–p–q–s,
respectively. Third, consider combinations involving three arcs of cost α with (p, q) and (r, s). Notice that the combinations
{1, 6, 7}, {2, 4, 7} and {3, 5, 6}may be discarded by considering paths r–q–p–s, p–r–q–s and r–p–s–q, respectively. Fourth,
notice that remaining combinations are valid.
Table 1 shows that {1, 3, 6}, {1, 3, 7}, {1, 4, 6}, {1, 4, 7}, {2, 4, 6}, {3, 5, 7}, {2, 3, 6, 7} and {4, 5, 6, 7} are all valid
combinations of arcs with cost α that are not contained in any larger combination (as shown in bold). All other valid
combinations are contained within a larger valid combination.
Combination {1, 3, 6} yields the structure of submatrix S2. Combination {1, 3, 7} can be covered by row r, (p, q) and
(q, p). Combination {1, 4, 6} can be covered by column s, (p, q) and (q, p). Combination {1, 4, 7} yields the structure of
submatrix S3. Combination {2, 4, 6} can be covered by row p and column s. Combination {3, 5, 7} can be covered by row
r and column q. Combination {2, 3, 6, 7} can be covered by row p and row r . Combination {4, 5, 6, 7} can be covered by
column q and column s.
Conversely, Observations 37–39 guarantee that any tour in a matrix satisfying (a), (b), (c) or (d) with the submatrix S1,
uses at most two arcs of cost α. Let T be some tour in G. Suppose Cφ has the structure in (d) with the submatrix S2. If T uses
the arc (p, q) then T cannot use the arcs (q, p) or (p, s). All remaining arcs of cost α are leaving node r . If T uses the arc (q, p)
then T cannot use the arcs (p, q) or (r, p). All remaining arcs of cost α are entering node s. If T does not use either (p, q) or
(q, p) then all remaining arcs of cost α are either entering node s or leaving node r . Notice that if Cφ has the structure in (d)
with the submatrix S3 then the previous case can be followed by reversing the roles of p and q (as S3 is a permutation of S2).
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Hence, for matrices with the structure described by (d) with either submatrix S2 or S3, the fact that any tour uses at most
two arcs of cost α follows from Observations 37–39.
Since there exists a tour using two arcs of cost α in Cφ , all tours have a cost no greater than 2α. 
All the results of this section are in terms of the matrix Cφ . But Observation 20 guarantees that Cφ is LS2F(3) if and only if
C is LS2F(3). Since we created Cφ by choosing φ to be any element of the original matrix C , it is a simple matter to translate
our results to obtain a characterization of the original matrix. As such, we perform this translation and restate Lemma 40
in a more general form. We will also apply Lemma 36 to Lemma 40 obtaining a conclusion in terms of the structure of the
elements of C rather than in terms of the tour costs in C .
Lemma 41. Let α and β be distinct constants contained in cost matrix C associated with graph G and n ≥ 4. The matrix C is
LS2F(3) if and only if:
(a) all arcs of cost α are covered by two lines and there exists a tour in G using two arcs of cost α, or
(b) the indices of C can be re-arranged such that the arcs of cost α are contained in a 3×3 submatrix and G contains a tour using
two arcs of cost α, or
(c) the indices of C can be re-arranged such that the arcs of cost α are contained in a 2 × 2 submatrix and a single line, and G
contains a tour using two arcs of cost α, or
(d) all entries of C have cost β except for some permutation of the indices of the submatrix S where
S =
∞ α β βα ∞ β ββ β ∞ α
β β α ∞
 ,
∞ α β αα ∞ β βα β ∞ α
β β β ∞
 or
∞ α β βα ∞ β αβ α ∞ α
β β β ∞
 .
Denote a matrix having the structure described by Lemma 41 as a Type 8 matrix. This class of matrices together with
Type 5, Type 6 and Type 7 matrices determines the structure of all LS2F(3) cost matrices containing exactly two distinct
values.
Theorem 42. Cost matrix C is LS2F(3) if and only if C is a Type 1, Type 2, Type 3, Type 4, Type 5, Type 6, Type 7 or Type 8matrix.
5. Concluding remarks
In this paper, we obtained a closed form characterization of LS2F(1), LS2F(2) and LS2F(3) cost matrices associated
with a complete digraph. Obtaining an elegant characterization of LS2F(k) for k ≥ 4 is an open question. If one needed
to rely on enumerative techniques, such a characterization may become uninteresting. Further we obtained polynomially
testable characterizations of DTC(3) and DPC(3) matrices satisfying additional restrictions. In fact our conditions provide
the first non-trivial class of symmetric DPC(3) andDTC(3)matrices. It is an open question to develop a polynomially testable
characterization of DTC(3), equivalently DPC(3), matrices. Theorems 6 and 8 together with our characterization of LS2F(1),
LS2F(2), and LS2F(3) cost matrices may directly or indirectly impact a resolution to this question. Note that part of our
results completely characterize DPC(3) (and hence DTC(3)) cost matrices of arbitrary size having three rows and columns
with constant entries. It remains to establish how these restrictions can be relaxed and an answer to this will resolve the
question of developing polynomially testable characterization of DPC(3) (DTC(3)) matrices.
A linear spanning p-forest (LSpF) of G is a linear spanning forest of G with precisely p components. Furthermore, C is a
k distinct linear spanning p-forest cost matrix, denoted LSpF(k), if and only if there exist exactly k distinct LSpF values in
G described by C . Characterizing LSpF(k) for different p and k would be interesting to investigate. Similar questions are
relevant for matchings, spanning trees and other combinatorial structures. As indicated in the introduction, results of this
type is available only for the case of TSP and bipartite matchings.
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